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Summer Reading Program A Huge Success!

Columbus Public Library and the Platte County Bookmobile kept people of all ages
entertained during our 8-week Summer Reading Program. We had 1,452 total readers
registered for chances to win prizes by keeping reading logs.
The Children’s Department reported the most participants with 698. Kids were treated to a movie and snack on Monday mornings. “Zootopia”, “Sing”, and “Finding Dory”
were a few of the featured films. There were various presentations and activities on
Tuesdays. Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo, Wildlife Encounters, and the Edgerton Explorit
Center were just three of our awesome guest speakers. On Wednesdays, older kids
met during our CPL Imagination Builders program, and on Thursdays we had Story
Time. Wonderful people in our community gave their time to read numerous stories to
the young children.
Our Teen Department had 130 registered, with 102 individuals attending at least
one program. Total participation in all programs was 396. Teens had fun creating their
own movies using stop-motion animation, learned about computer coding, and created an ecosystem in a bubble. Young adults read an amazing total of 1,134 hours!
We had 247 adults signed up this summer. A crochet class, a Prairie Pioneer living
history presentation, and a program featuring African-American cowboys and homesteaders of Nebraska were the entertaining offerings for adults.
The Platte County Bookmobile proudly noted there were 344 children and 33 adults
registered for the summer reading program.
Thank you to all who made this year’s program a huge success!
www.columbusne.us/library

402-564-7116

Adult Short Story Contest Winner!
Congratulations to W. F. MacArthur on winning our short story contest! His submission,
“The Mylar Rectangle”, won over our judges. He was awarded a $30.00 Amazon gift
card, and his story is featured both on our website and here in the newsletter. The
second prize of a $20.00 Amazon card went to Elisabeth Wielgus for her story “On
Bleeg”, and third place and a $10.00 Amazon card went to Cassie Sargent for “Prey”.
Cathy Kohl won the grand prize of an e-reader tablet through her entries during our
adult summer reading program. Congratulations again to everyone and keep reading!

The Mylar Rectangle
“Kevin – wakeup!”
“Ah’ Mom, let me sleep for jus’ two more minutes, please - I promise I won’t be late
for school!”
“Kevin – PLEASE – wakeup – It’s coming back!!”
Kevin tried to blink the sleep from his eyes and stared up at his tormentor. It wasn’t his
mother after all – it was his kid sister Susan.
“Sis, what are you doing in my room? Where’s Mom – What - ?”
As his fog began to dissipate, he realized they certainly were not in his room. Then he
remembered, like being doused with a bucket of ice water, he remembered everything. Kevin
felt the ground shudder where he had been sleeping and sat up like a shot.
“Geez Sis, I can’t believe we fell asleep on the ground – we’re lucky to be alive!”
Kevin scrambled to his feet, grabbing his kid sister’s hand, they hurried off the game
trail where they had inadvertently spent the night and headed deeper into the primeval forest.
“We’ve got to find someplace to hide right now. Help me look for a big tree that we
can climb, we need to get off the ground and as high up as possible.”
About forty yards off the trail to their right, Kevin spotted a huge tree – he guessed it
to be at least a hundred feet tall. It had substantial branches close enough to the ground to be
reachable and spaced at ridiculously even intervals. It seemed to have been grown just to be a
ladder – it should be an easy climb.

Kevin figured they should only need to go about halfway to the top – fifty feet or so off
the ground ought to be enough to be safe. He remembered seeing documentaries about dinosaurs – the Tyrannosaurus Rex was not much over thirty feet tall and was definitely not a
climber.
They reached the tree in just a few minutes and immediately began their assent to
safety. Kevin’s kid sister Susan was a ‘certified’ tomboy – she could easily out climb most of the
boys they knew.
The kids could hear the monster getting closer – even in their large tree, they could
feel the jarring vibrations from each step as it approached.
When they arrived at the ‘safe point’, they noticed a concave depression which had
grown into the trunk from whence the remaining upward bound branches continued. It was
shaped like an ashtray or some giant clamshell and was about two feet deep. They both scrambled into the saucer and sat down, leaning comfortably back against the supporting branches.
It was perfect! They would be able to spend their nights here, safely off the ground and without having to worry about tumbling from their perch while they slept.
“We’ll call this our bird’s nest”, Kevin told his sister. “I’ll have to figure out some way
of making it really easy to spot from the trail, though. If we get into a fix, we won’t have time
to scrounge around looking for it.”
It wasn’t long before the huge carnivore came into view, it’s gigantic head bobbing in
and out of the shorter trees, still about a hundred yards distant but most definitely headed
their way.
Kevin also remembered reading that the T-Rex didn’t possess particularly refined visual acuity, mainly limited to detecting movement rather than being able to focus on a specific
object. There was an abundance of foliage surrounding their hideaway – they should be safe in
their nest until the creature passed them by.
As they awaited its arrival, Kevin reflected back to the bizarre set of circumstances
which had deposited them here in the first place.
The Kinkaid family had recently relocated to Idaho from Oak Park, Illinois after Kevin’s
dad had been promoted to a senior management position at a branch of his firm in Pocatello.
His folks had purchased a spacious log home, situated on approximately twenty partially

wooded acres, conveniently located just three miles west of town. Kevin recalled that
he and Susan were less than thrilled with the move initially, but they quickly learned to love
the wide open spaces of Idaho and both had effortlessly adjusted to their surroundings and a
whole new circle of friends. The only thing that still bothered them was the total absence of
mega malls. Pocatello’s largest ‘showcase’ mall would have been considered a mini-strip mall
by suburban Chicago standards. This wasn’t going to be a major sticking point however – as the
positives far outweighed this relatively minor inconvenience. Mr. Kinkaid particularly enjoyed
the absence of the hordes of commuter traffic he had to endure during his daily commute
between Oak Park and downtown Chicago. Now his three mile jaunt to work was effortless and
enjoyable.
In addition to the human component, the family’s five year old English Springer Spaniel, named CJ, was also uprooted and transported to the baldies. Unlike Kevin and Susan, CJ
loved his new home at the outset. He was in paradise, roaming the vast acreage with reckless
abandon. In fact, it was this very thing that was indirectly responsible for Kevin and his sister
being here- wherever here was. The dog had flushed a large cottontail rabbit and was in hot
pursuit, totally oblivious to Kevin’s attempts to call him off, when CJ and his quarry disappeared into a shimmering area just short of the tree line at the rear of their property.
Kevin and Susan momentarily stood there in total disbelief, unable to process the sight
they had just witnessed. When they regained their composure, they ran to the spot where
they had last seen the two animals. The area was roughly rectangular in shape, between three
to four feet in width and head-high for an adult of moderate height. Its boundaries, while
approximately rectangular, were not “fixed” but rather tended to undulate somewhat, which
in addition to the multi-colored spectral emissions from the zone’s surface, produced an eerie
and otherworldly effect. The entire thing resembled a piece of Mylar sheeting fluttering in the
breeze.
Kevin walked around behind the anomaly but there was no sign of either CJ or the
rabbit. In a purely irrational act, he thrust his arm into the glistening mass – nothing came out
the other side. When he pulled his arm back out, it was perfectly fine. The zone appeared to be
a two dimensional plane – X and Y axis only with no Z axis evident. If it did indeed possess
depth, it had to be on the order of only molecules thick.
It was only out of fear for CJ’s safety that made Kevin and his sister do what they did

next. In an even more irrational act, they both stepped into the ‘doorway’ and entered
the world in which they now found themselves. They were standing in a lush, green primordial
forest which continued off in all directions as far as they could see. It reminded Kevin of
pictures of the Amazon rain forests he had seen on cable documentaries.
“I can’t hear CJ barking”, Susan almost whimpered to her brother. “Neither can I –
we’ll find him Sis, he’ll be just fine.”
The two kids ran forward through the dense foliage for an indeterminate distance,
each calling out for their missing dog. There was no reply from CJ.
Eventually, they stumbled across a well-worn path which extended off in both directions. They decided to separate – Kevin would follow the trail to the right – Susan would go
left. Both of them continually called out for CJ, but neither heard or saw anything. After a
while, they reversed course, retracing their steps until they met back where they started. Both
then ventured into the dense foliage, first one way, and then the other – still calling – still
without reply.
Their fruitless search continued for what must have been hours as they traveled
randomly in all directions until they were totally exhausted and very, very thirsty. They had
brought no supplies, no food, and worst of all – no water. To make matters worse, they now
had absolutely no idea how to find their way back to the portal home.
It was just then that they heard it, that echoing roar from somewhere off in the
distance. In hindsight – not a really great idea – they headed in the direction of the sound.
After walking for about half a mile, they came to the edge of the forested area and into a small
clearing which overlooked a spacious valley below. There in the distance, they saw the source
of that frightening sound. As unbelievable as it was, there – plodding slowly across the valley
floor directly below was the towering beastly figure of a Tyrannosaurus Rex.
“That’s not possible” shrieked Susan. “It can’t be! Kevin!!” Kevin said nothing, he
couldn’t find the words, he just stood there and stared for what seemed like an eternity. Then
he grabbed Susan’s hand and they ran as fast as they could back into the forest, back the way
they had come. When they finally stumbled across the game trail, they were completely
exhausted. They staggered a few yards off the trail and into the forest on the other side, where
they quite literally collapsed to rest by the base of a small tree. The rest you know. Both fell
asleep on the ground and didn’t awaken till morning.

Kevin was jolted from his introspection as the enormous carnivore arrived on the path
by their tree. It was a mere forty yards away, but remained on the path, showing no sign of
stopping or deviating from its present course. After several terrifying minutes, the giant beast
was on down the trail and out of sight.
The two kids stayed right where they were even after the monster had gone. They
were in no hurry to leave the safety of their nest.
“I’m so scared for CJ”, sobbed Susan. “I hope he’s all right. Why haven’t we heard him
barking? What if that horrible thing got him?”
“CJ will be just fine, Sis. He’s crazy, but he’s not stupid. He can take care of himself.”
Kevin drifted off again, waiting for a safe time to pass. He remembered how his family
had finally settled on a name for their pet. CJ was a cute and lovable dog, but he was intensely
weird. One of his favorite pastimes was fetching his dinner dish around mealtimes. While he
owned a very stylish ceramic dinner bowl which he actually used to eat his chows, for some
strange reason, he preferred to grab an old aluminum pie plate at mealtime – more tooth
holes than plate.
He would run full tilt, scarfing it up wherever he found it, then head straight for the
kitchen where he would drop it at the feet of whichever family member happened to be
handy. This was as cute as the dickens and relatively harmless, EXCEPT when he had previously
left his mangled plate on the linoleum landing at the top of the stairs leading down to the family room. The first time it happened, he scooped up his plate at about warp 3, hit the tile
covered floor and went butt over buckets down the eight steps, plowing into the wall at the
bottom. The wall didn’t move a bit – CJ came in a distant second. Everyone thought he had
killed himself, but to the relief of one and all, he came staggering back up the stairs, crumpled
pie plate remains in tow, and laid it down in the kitchen as if nothing unusual had occurred.
One would think that after one harrowing trip down the stairs he would wise up. Not this pup
– just two days later, he provided an encore performance. To date, a total of seven performances, amazingly without any serious injury. However, after his last show, Dad thought it
best if the pie plate disappeared for good. From that moment on, he was dubbed ‘Crazy Jim’ or
CJ for short. Dad was certain that CJ had been dropped on his head when he was a puppy –
probably more than once. He was a very good dog, pretty much thought of as a bonafide
member of the family rather than just a pet – but definitely a few slices short of a loaf! Susan

laughed as she remembered, then her joy turned to sorrow as she burst into tears at
the thought of never seeing CJ again.
Kevin gave his little sister a brotherly hug, holding her close for a minute or two. “We
should climb down now sis. We need to follow the game trail and find water soon.”
“We should go in the other direction – away from that thing”, Susan sniffled.
“OK, Sis – but if we don’t come across water that way, we’ll have no choice but to look

in the other direction.”
The two skillfully clamored down the tree and began walking through the foliage in
the direction of the game trail.
“You said we needed a way to spot our safe tree from a distance in a hurry. How do
we do that?” Susan asked.
Kevin reached into the left back pocket of his jeans and pulled out a large, well-worn
red handkerchief. Using his Boy Scout pocket knife, he made a short cut in the fabric, tearing
off a two inch strip the entire length of the kerchief. As soon as they had reached the trail,
Kevin tied the length of red fabric around a low hanging branch of a tree right next to the trail.
They could now spot the streamer from a distance in either direction and know that their safe
tree was a mere forty yards away.
As they headed off together down the trail, they called again and again for CJ, but just
as before, there was no answer. Kevin put his arm around his sister’s shoulder and hugged her
close to him. She had started to cry again.
The two walked on for hours without finding any sign of water. Kevin had lost track of
the time, and now noticed that the light was fading – the sun brushing the far horizon. He had
made yet another serious mistake. They were now too far away from ‘safe tree’ to reach it
before darkness fell. Kevin was angry with himself, for his carelessness was not only endangering his life but his sister’s life as well. Now they would be in the open again if they didn’t find a
suitable shelter for the night. They would have to quickly locate another tree, ‘safe tree 2’, or a
cave, an outcropping of rock – anything which would provide some shelter and safety for the
night.
The best they were able to find was a large, hollowed out depression under the
exposed roots of a gigantic fallen tree. It wasn’t ideal, but at least the Rex wouldn’t be able to

get at them. They were both totally exhausted, hungry and worst of all, thirsty –
extremely thirsty, but thankfully still alive. They would have to continue their search for water
at first light. Kevin and Susan were no sooner curled up under the roots of the giant tree till
they were fast asleep – too tired to be scared or thirsty.
“Kevin – wake up! Kevin!!”
“What Sis - is it back?”
“Sis? Is what back?”
He heard the words clearly but the voice was all wrong.
“Did you sleep in your clothes again? You need to get out of bed this minute if you
want to have time for breakfast before school!”
Breakfast? School? Kevin looked around, still more asleep than awake – no trees? Then
he saw his mother as she left the room – his room – he saw Susan walk by his door.
“I’m going to eat all the blueberry pancakes if you don’t get up sleepyhead.”
Kevin was dazed – still not quite able to get his head around this when CJ bounded on
the bed and began thoroughly washing his face. He fondly rumpled CJ’s ears and gave him a big
hug. Climbing out of bed, he reached back for his red handkerchief to wipe off the doggy drool.
Starting towards the door to go downstairs, he stopped abruptly, noticing that his favorite
hankie had been damaged. A large strip of cloth had been torn from it lengthwise – about two
inches wide. Kevin felt a cold shiver run down his spine as he hurried to his bedroom window
which overlooked their backyard. He saw nothing unusual. Phew!!
Feeling quite relieved, he turned to go downstairs for breakfast when he caught a
reflection out of the corner of his eye. Warily turning back toward the window, he saw something glisten at the far edge of the yard, just short of the tree line.
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Summer fun doesn’t end with the conclusion of the summer reading program.
August is a month of making in the Teen Space. Each Tuesday and Wednesday, young adults can drop in any time between 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and use one
of our special technology or making kits. The library will provide snacks
throughout the day.
August 8th– Origami Fidget Spinners
Fold your own spinner to fidget!
August 9th– Popsicle Stick Puzzles
Get crafty and make your own puzzle to share with a friend!
August 15th– Scribbler: The 3D Pen
Try your hand at drawing in three dimensions!
August 16th– Jewelry Making: Metal Stamping
Create a keepsake, necklace, or bracelet using
simple supplies and a hammer.

Calendar Connection
With Columbus Public Schools having a late start this Fall,
Mr. H has decided to continue the summer fun into
August! But don’t worry, he still plans to begin the regular
2017-18 activities and programming in September.
We are very excited to be bringing Jeff Quinn back to the library
for the second time this summer! Jeff will be performing his AbraNebraska Magic Show for us on Thursday, August 3rd at 2:00 p.m.
in the Children’s Room. Abra-Nebraska uses magic to talk about
the weird, wild, and wonderful history of the Cornhusker State.
On Friday, August 4th, a Union Pacific Streamliner locomotive's three-day “Whistle
Stop Tour” will come through Columbus at 11:50 a.m., marking Nebraska’s 150th year
of statehood. There will be live music and kids’ activities, and afterwards, families are
invited to come to the library to view the display showing the Union Pacific Railroad’s
original path through Columbus, and kids will receive candy and bookmarks.
“Trick My Box Car” is the title of the next children’s activity
planned for Tuesday, August 8th and Wednesday, August 9th.
Kids can stop by the Children’s Room anytime between 2:00
and 6:00 p.m. to transform a plain box into a cool car. A snack
will also be provided. Then on Wednesday, August 16th at 6:00 p.m., kids will be able
to drive their box car to the library Auditorium where a “drive-in movie” will be shown.
Mr. H will also be giving out special treats.
On Monday, August 14th, the library will be partnering with the
Platte County Extension Office to present “Solar Eclipse...A Family
Experience”. At 6:00 p.m., El Matador Cantina will provide a light
meal, and then from 6:30-8:00 p.m., information about the solar
eclipse on August 21st will be taught through a presentation and
crafts. Attendees will also receive eclipse viewing glasses. Seating is limited and registration is required by August 10th. Contact Mr. H at 402-562-4205 or Jill Goedeken at
jgoedeken2@unl.edu.

Your Columbus Public Library

There have been many great books added to our catalog recently. To place a hold on any of
the titles listed below, or another book, please call the library at 402-564-7116.
The Black Elfstone– Terry Brooks

The White Road– Sarah Lotz

A Hiss Before Dying– Rita Mae Brown

Dis mem ber– Joyce Carol Oates

Dangerous Minds– Janet Evanovich

Echo of Danger– Marta Perry

The Switch– Joseph Finder

Only Skein Deep– Maggie Sefton

Dying Breath– Heather Graham

Secrets in Summer– Nancy Thayer

Camino Island– John Grisham

Use of Force– Brad Thor

The Identicals– Elin Hilderbrand

Before We Were Yours– Lisa Wingate

Lockdown– Laurie R. King

Indecent Exposure– Stuart Woods

Love Story– Karen Kingsbury

Pawn– Timothy Zahn

Our monthly Tech Tuesday will be held
on August 8th from 6-8 p.m. on the first
floor of the East Wing. You are welcome
to bring your own electronic devices or
just explore the ones we have in the
library for patrons to use. This is a great
opportunity to ask any questions you
have about our online resources, or to
learn tips to better understand your own
devices. Call 402-564-7116 for more
information. Ask for Karen, Rachelle,
or Melissa.

Connecting Readers & Writers
Happy Birthday to these authors:
P.D. James– August 3, 1920
Alfred Lord Tennyson– August 6, 1809
P.L. Travers– August 9, 1899
Mary Roberts Rinehart– August 12, 1876
Garry Disher– August 15, 1949
Our CPL Book Discussion Group selection for
August is “The Lake House” by Kate Morton.
Living on her family’s idyllic lakeside estate in
Cornwall, England, Alice Edevane is a bright sixteenyear-old who loves to write stories.
One night, after a party at the estate has ended,
the Edevanes discover that their youngest child,
eleven-month-old Theo, has vanished without a
trace. What follows is a tragedy that tears the family
apart in ways they never imagined.
Decades later, Alice is living in London. Theo’s
case has never been solved. Miles away, Sadie
Sparrow, a young detective in the London police
Good books don’t give
force, is staying at her grandfather’s house in
up all their secrets at
Cornwall. While out walking one day, she stumbles
once– Stephen King
upon the old estate—now crumbling and covered
with vines. Her curiosity is sparked, setting off a
series of events that will bring her and Alice together and reveal shocking truths about a past long
gone...yet more present than ever.
We will have our book discussion on Thursday,
August 31st at 7:00 p.m.

